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Detention of a member of the Syriannetwork for human rights

Documented by SNHR

Name: Mazen Naji, known as (Abu Hamza al-Shami)
Father’s name: Ma’moun Mohamed Naji
Mother’s name: Mona Naisaa
Age: 25 years old, born in 1987

Mazen Naji is a college student.  He is one of libertarians,
a member in  field works of the network of the Syrian human
 rights, and one of activists in peaceful movement. 
He is known as Abu Hamza al-Shami. Since the beginning of events in Syria, he has trans-
ported and collected information for violations that occur within Syria, specifically in the 
area of his residence. Additionally,  he has addressed and expressed the suffering of the Syr-
ians and their daily struggle to achieve their wants. 
Witnesses have reported that a number of cars of the State Security branch surrounded  Al-
Baramkeh district after midnight 18/1/2013. This is an area that Mazen’s  family inhabits 
in, they are stay in a rented house after moving from Qadam district because of the security 
restrictions. It is believed that patrol cars had stopped away from home to prevent Mazen 
from escaping. At this time, he was on a visit to his family.
A building that is inhabited by his family was surrounded by a squad of security, while four 
of them who wore civilian clothes broke the door of the house down at gunpoint, without 
showing any warrant or court order authorizing them to do this action. Then they detained 
Mazen and took him to the state security branch, whereas some of them remained at home 
for 48 hours in order to accurately  inspect it, then they sequestered his personal computer 
and phone, and his family’s phones. During this time, his parents and two sisters and sister’s 
husband was in the house, thus the security forces tried to pressure them during the inspec-
tion to make calls to many numbers as an attempt to reveal more of activists after ambush-
ing them. Furthermore, they  inspected his sister Islam Naji’s phone who was detained in 
order to be investigated, then they asked her father Ma’moun Mohamed Naji to accompany 
them to return back with his daughter after her interrogation, as they claim, but they have 
not returned absolutely. After three day on 21/01/2013, sister’s husband and his father went 
to the branch of the state security in which Mazen, his father and his sister were detained to 
ask them, but  also they have not returned. preliminary information obtained by the Syrian 
Network for Human Rights has reported that Mazen exists in the branch of the Air Force 
Intelligence in Damascus.

It is mentioned that there are no any organization or governmental or non-governmental au-
thority has demanded of the release of Mazen. The network  confirms the calling for release 
of activist Mazen  Al Niji immediately, and take all necessary measures to ensure his physi-
cal and psychological safety, as long as he is detained. Additionally, it confirms the increase 
of pressure on the Syrian government to stop daily human rights violations which have never 
stopped over more than two years in all parts of Syria.
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